PAULINE KONER AT CHAPEL TONIGHT

Sunset Has New Junior Organization

Heaters Club Will Be Composed of Students Interested In Drama

By Irving Pfeiffer

The Heaters Club, an organization to be composed of students interested in dramatics will meet in the Lawrence College Little Theatre Tuesday, March 15, at 10:30 p.m. for organization under the auspices of the Student Union.

All persons having six points or more are eligible for admission into the Heaters club. Non-heelers, persons having less than six points, but who are interested in dramatics, will be admitted into the club and may participate in its activities, but will not have voting power in the meetings.

Harry Oders

The organization will meet once a month, the time to be decided at the first meeting. The officers will consist of a chairman and secretary. A number of Heaters will present at each meeting and will act as an advisory capacity.

The functions of the organization will consist of taking in all college productions, editing in the production of the Sunest and all college plays, acting in one-act plays to be put on during Heaters meetings, and reading five one-act plays during the semester.

Honor Five Students at Mortar Board Banquet

In honor of the five women students in every class with the highest average. Mortar Board gave a banquet for Helen Budai, '20, was treasurer.


130 Seek Parts In Water Pageant

Final Cast Will Be Chosen By End of Week; Rehearsals To Begin Soon

Our hundred and thirty-nine Lawrence women signed the questionnaires for participation in the annual water pageant casting before or about the first week in May.

From the information obtained in the questionnaires concerning the interests and abilities of each student, a tentative cast will be selected. The inevitable casting, dancing, singing, and churning of the cast from which the final cast will be chosen will be announced before the end of the week. Regular rehearsals of the tentative cast will begin next week.

A large number of students volunteered to work on the various committees of the production staff, publicity, makeup, and costumers.

Tryouts for parts will be held Wednesday, March 9, from 7 to 9 p.m. in the old gymnasium. Those interested in these parts will try out at this time, and Friday the leading and complete cast will be revealed. 

MacHarg Finds Lost Oil Portrait Painted In 1664

An old oil portrait of a lady girl, beautifully dressed, and seated, was discovered by J. B. MacHarg after it had been lost for many spring months.

From the Lawrence of November 2, 1815, it has been found that this valuable portrait was presented to the Lawrence society by the Rev. Joseph Poore, it is a portrait of his daughter and is exquisite in every detail.

It was painted in 1664 by a French artist, his name is unknown. The portrait was given to Dr. Arthur MacHarg in 1905, who has had it ever since.

Professor MacHarg characterized the portrait as beautiful and rare, and said, "It is possible that someone is looking for it, and that it is in someone's possession. I believe that this portrait is priceless."

The portrait was painted in oil on canvas and is mounted in a frame.

MacHarg is a member of the Lawrence College staff in the department of art history and is also a member of the American Historical Society.

Three Members of Faculty To Talk At Meeting

Miss Dorothy Barbara, professor of English, and Miss Edna Wingard, associate professor of Latin, will address the English and foreign language sections of the Northwest Missouri Teachers Association at Oaklawn Friday, March 22. Miss Barbara's subject will be "The Background of the Latin Teacher.

Professor Barbara also spoke of the importance of the Latin teacher in the modern world and the need for the Latin teacher to be well-rounded in his knowledge of the Latin language.

Professor Wingard spoke of the importance of Latin in the modern world and the need for the Latin teacher to be well-rounded in his knowledge of the Latin language.

The meeting will be held in the Lawrence College Hall at 8:30 p.m. 

To Interpret Recital Of Own Dance

Pauline Koner, dynamic nineteen year old dancer, designer of her own costumes, and composer of her own music, will present a varied dance recital in the Lawrence College chapel at 8:30 p.m. as the final number of the Autumn series.

Miss Koner will be accompanied by Harry Brown at the piano. Her program for the evening includes:

1. Miss Ferris Dance in a Religious Mood
2. Miss Kruse's Spanish Tune
3. Miss Koster's Monos, Rickshaws, and Wooden-Clogs
4. Miss Koner's Dance with a Ball Room Beat
5. Miss Koster's Tchaikovsky

The recital will be held in the Lawrence College chapel at 8:30 p.m. 

Ethel Kuether Dies Saturday

Complications After Operation Abendroth To Pledge Of Zeta Alpha

Ethel Kuether, '25, sister of Milton Kuether, '22, died at the home of her parents in Rhinelander, Wis. Saturday night, from complications resulting from a cholecystitis operation. She was born in Rhinelander Feb. 14, 1904, and was a student at the Lawrence College and was a pledge of Zeta Alpha sorority.

An attempt to follow this student was made to have her taken to St. Elizabeth's hospital of Wausau, but before her arrival she was taken to her home at Rhinelander.

The funeral will be held Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. at the Lawrence Lutheran church.
The Lawrentian Platform

1. Reform the rushing system.
2. Student government.
3. Increase student interest in world affairs.

CAMPUSS POLITICS

During the last year the Lawrence college student body has been the subject of much adverse criticism from within its own group and from faculty members and administration officials on the campus in which student self-government is handled on the campus. Much of this criticism has been just and has been an incentive to stir the St. Senate to action.

The St. Senate, a body alleged to be representative of the entire student body, has been working continuously for the last several months in behalf of the student in its effort to give them a strong governmen. Plans have been considered and juked from time to time in an effort to arrive at one which will be productive of the desired ends.

Now the Senate has started at the bottom of the entire system and is working on a plan to revise the system of courses and election. The substance of the plan was presented to the Senate by a special committee appointed by President John Stronge and further consideration will be given the proposal at tonight's meeting.

The proposal calls for the nomination of candidates for college offices by a nominating committee consisting of members of the St. Senate and limits nominations from the floor. One of the most drastic steps which must of necessity be taken should such a plan be adopted would be the elimination of the present spring campus.

Under the plan considered nomination of candidates would be undertaken by a body functioning independently of faculties and sororities. Candidates would be nominated on their ability to fill the respective positions in the government, offering a greater opportunity for more government and less politics.

One of the sore spots of the present system is the campus, a thing which has worn its usefulness and has become to be looked upon with scorn because of the haphazard manner in which it pursues its duties. With due respect to present class officers, a nomination to an office is now seldom made with consideration given the person's governmental or executive ability, but rather to his ability to draw votes from a disinterested student body.

We look upon the plan now being considered by the Senate as a distinct move toward organization and subsequent stabilization of government on the Lawrence campus.

Lawrence Graduate Speaks to Young People's Groups

Miss Minna Chaves, Lawrence grad, spoke on her personal observations of present conditions in China at a joint meeting of Appleton young people's groups at the Methodist church Sunday night.

Baker Speaks on Drama to Women's Club Chapter

Dr. Lewis Baker, professor of modern languages, speaks on the present condition of Drama in Europe at a joint meeting of the Tri Delta chapter of the Appleton Woman's club Friday afternoon.

ELM TREE BAKERY
A. PFEFFERKER, Proprietor
A delightful variety of rolls and pastries that will merit your satisfaction

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
AND FIRST TRUST COMPANY
OF APPLETON
INVESTED CAPITAL $1,400,000

Johnson Says:
Our SAVINGS
SERVICE
A. Galpin's Sons

Just off the Campus on College Avenue
The Campus Barber Shop
1864

Through nearly the entire history of Lawrence College, Galpin has served the needs of the school and of the community.
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Upperclassmen To Participate in Essay Contest

Junior, senior, and graduate students in colleges and universities of the United States and students in third or later years of the law school in any of the American universities are invited to participate in an essay contest in commemoration of the George Washington anniversary.

Topics for the essays are: (2) George Washington in the appraisal of German historians; (2) George Washington and the American Independence movement as reflected in the works of German poets; (3) Leaders of Germany origin participating in the movement for American Independence; (4) General von Bagg, a paper on the contributions to the winning of American Independence; (5) Pennsylvania achievements as an economic factor in the American war for independence; (6) The German press in Pennsylvania and the American revolution; (7) Preston American diplomatic relations, 1776-1932.

Cash prizes amounting to a total of $1,000 will be given. First and second prizes, which will be awarded both in the United States and in Germany, will be $200 and $100. Three George Washington model will be given as additional awards by the United States German Washington Bicentennial commission.

The judges will give first consideration to historical accuracy; therefore, it is recommended that only contestants who can immediately access to authoritative envelopes to permit ultimate identification of winners. Manuscripts should be typewritten and should not be less than three thousand words nor more than five thousand words in length. Contests may use either German or English in topics 1, 2, 3, and 7; but English is obligatory in topics 4, 5, and 6.

Essays must be sent to Dr. Ernst Con-rell, graduate school, American university, 1931 F Street, N.W., Washington, D. C., before October 15, 1932. The contest's name, address, and a certificate of title, with an envelope attached to the essay. In addition a name or sign should be placed on the essay on categories: names, and on the separated index cards, to permit ultimate identification of winners.

The manuscripts will be judged by a group of authorities from American universities, and announcement of awards will be made before December 31, 1932.

Begg To Speak On Gold Prospecting in Mexico

"Prospecting for Gold in Mexico" will be the subject of a talk to be given by Dr. B. M. Bagg, professor of geology and mineralogy, before members of the Kiwanis club Wednesday noon. Dr. Bagg will tell of his personal experiences in gold prospecting. The lecture will be illustrated with slides in Science Hall Thursday evening, March 10. Mrs. Netter, the previous speaker, will act as accompanist. The program is to be presented at the Kiwanis club, and all members of Ar- nell will be invited to the series will be admitted without charge. All other persons interested will be announced in the future.

Delta Sigma Tau entertained Chester Hucie Monday evening.

THE BILLBOARD
Friday, March 19—Conservatory orchestra spring concert at chapel.
Wednesday grade days. No business men's Men's Forum meeting.
April 23—All College dances. May 7—Phi Kappa Tau semi-final.

THE BATH
The bath is the place where a man finally becomes afraid of continuing in the open. There he becomes infinitely talkative, throws off all shyness and all reserve against the neighbors, where he becomes infinitely talkative, throws off all shyness and all reserve against the neighbors.

I finally become afraid of continuing in the open.

No royal road to learning, neither is easy and pleasant to be interesting.

The real self-realization and vital orientation, which we feel in ourselves, can never overflow into the public life in the public life of the individual people, the legend, the poem, the joke, and the joke in the foreign countries.
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While the American can carry his joke beyond his own boundaries, the latter seems to be an essential of learning.
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